


NISSAN UNVEILS LE MANS PROTOTYPE PLANS WITH 
WORLD’S FASTEST ELECTRIC RACING CAR

Unique Nissan ZEOD RC is an innovative test bed for electric technologies

s� .ISSAN�:%/$�2#�WILL�UTILISE�THE�SAME�LITHIUM�BATTERY�TECHNOLOGY�AS�USED�IN�THE�
AWARDWINNING�.ISSAN�,EAF

s� 4HE�.ISSAN�:%/$�2#�WILL�ACHIEVE�SPEEDS�IN�EXCESS�OF����KM�H�

s� -ULTIPLE�ELECTRIC�DRIVETRAIN�TECHNOLOGIES�TO�BE�TESTED�BEFORE�RACING�IN������,E�
-ANS����(OUR�AND�ASSESED�FOR�POTENTIAL�IN�,-�0�

s� .ISSAN�AGAIN�AT�THE�FOREFRONT�OF�:ERO�%MISSION�AND�BATTERY�TECHNOLOGY

,%�-!.3��&RANCE�����*UNE�����	�n Nissan today unveiled the groundbreaking, innovative ZEOD 
RC - the world’s fastest electric racing car that will reach speeds of more than 300km/h with electric 
technology at the Le Mans 24 Hours

The ZEOD RC (Zero Emission On Demand Racing Car) will make its race debut at next year’s Le 
Mans 24 Hour. The global leader in electric vehicles for the road, Nissan will trial variants of new 
electric drive train technologies as part of its intended future return to LM P1 competition to challenge 
for overall victory at the world’s most prestigious endurance race.
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Nissan’s invitation from the Automobile Club de l’Ouest (ACO) to compete in the 2014 Le Mans 24 
Hours was announced by Nissan Chairman and CEO, Carlos Ghosn in Japan in February. The car 
will compete under the ACO’s ‘Garage 56’ entry – an additional spot on the grid for vehicles that 
showcase new and innovative technology.

Run as a Nissan / Nismo full factory international program with input from Japan, Europe and the 
US, the Nissan ZEOD RC design team is headed by Ben Bowlby who has been newly-appointed as 
Nissan’s Director of Motorsport Innovation and previously worked on the Nissan DeltaWing program in 
2012.

While the car will not race until next year’s Le Mans 24 Hours, Nissan today kicked off a unique aspect 
of the program – race fans getting the chance to unveil the car in the public area of the Circuit de 
la Sarthe. Nissan intends to draw back the curtain for fans across the globe to provide continued 
updates via its international partnership with YouTube and its Nismo.TV channel. 

“Nissan has become a global leader in the development of zero emission automotive technology and 
the Nissan ZEOD RC will allow us to further develop those capabilities using the toughest endurance 
race in the world as a mobile test bed to test the potential of our planned LM P1 power train,” said 
Andy Palmer, Executive Vice President and Executive Committee member at Nissan Motor Company 
Limited. 

“The Nissan ZEOD RC is a natural progression that follows on from the development of the Nissan 
Leaf road car and the Leaf RC race car prototype. The technologies developed through the ZEOD RC 
program will form part of future innovations for Nissan road cars. 

“Nissan is already a global leader in the sale of all-electric cars and we’re eagerly awaiting the 
opportunity to showcase the lessons learnt with the development of battery technology in the world’s 
oldest, toughest and most high profile endurance race.

“The ZEOD RC program is designed to develop multiple technologies to evaluate how they could be 
used for a future LM P1 class return of Nissan at the Le Mans 24 Hour. There are multiple options we 
are investigating. A Zero Emission on Demand option where the driver can switch between electric and 
petrol-powered drive is a future direction for road cars, so that will be tested in addition to pure electric 
power and other new technologies that we still have under development.
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“As no other manufacturer is using electric battery technology in endurance racing today, Nissan is 
innovating again and this will provide us with significant amounts of data and information to evaluate 
potential powertrains for future sportscar programs and allow us to continue as the leader in Zero 
Emissions technology on the road.”

Launched in 2010, the Nissan Leaf has become the world’s best-selling all-electric car. The Leaf won 
the 2010 Green Car Vision Award, the 2011 European Car of the Year, the 2011 World Car of the 
Year, and the 2011–2012 Car of the Year Japan.

Nissan launched the Nissan Leaf RC in 2011 – a race car prototype powered by the same 107-hp 
electric motor that is used in the road car.

While current battery technology does not provide the energy storage capacity to race a solely electric 
Le Mans prototype, Nissan ZEOD RC designer Ben Bowlby believes the development of the car will 
be an important step in the “electrification” of the racecars of the future.

“Developing a car like this provides an incredibly challenging test bed for what could be highly-effective 
options for road cars of the future. Throughout the next twelve months we will be testing multiple drive 
train options in an extensive test program,” Bowlby said.

“We have many options to consider and test. The test program is part of a longer term goal of 
developing a system and a set of rules for this type of technology in partnership with the ACO that 
would be best suited to competing at the highest level of this sport.”

“Nissan is a leader in electric vehicle technology for the road, now we want to take those lessons 
learnt and utilise that knowledge base in the development of the new race car.

“Our design team on the Nissan ZEOD RC program has concentrated heavily on packaging and 
aerodynamic efficiency that will not only provide extreme performance but high levels of energy 
efficiency – the goal for all global automakers.

“A large part of our work in the coming months is to discuss with the ACO future opportunities 
for the ‘electrification’ of the Le Mans rules in the future and work towards delivering appropriate 
technology. Garage 56 is a bold move by the ACO to showcase Innovation and allow testing of untried 
components and systems for future competition use. To this end they are the most forward thinking 
promoter in Motorsport today.”
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Nissan will partner with French tire manufacturer Michelin to produce tires for the new prototype. 
Nissan previously joined forces with Michelin on the Nissan DeltaWing program. The Clermont-
Ferrand-based manufacturer has an enviable record at the Le Mans 24 Hour, winning the past 15 
consecutive races overall.

The Nissan ZEOD RC will make its testing debut later this summer. Nissan’s assault on the 2013 Le 
Mans 24 Hour will again target victory in the P2 class with 15 of the 22 entries powered by Nissan. In 
the opening rounds of the 2013 FIA World Endurance Championship, Nissan has dominated, taking 
victory at Silverstone and Spa-Francorchamps.
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1�!��!NDY�0ALMER
Executive Vice President and Executive Committee member  
at Nissan Motor Company Limited

1���(OW�IS�THE�.ISSAN�:%/$�RELEVANT�TO�THE�ROAD�CAR�INDUSTRY

!��The Nissan ZEOD RC is extraordinary because we’re creating a high-speed electric vehicle that 
will help refine and define the future needs of the consumer.  In one of the modes under development, 
we’re looking at a car that will have zero emissions on demand, as the name suggests. That gives 
the user, and in our case the race car driver, the opportunity to run, not only in electric-only, but to 
recuperate energy from braking events and to re-use that energy for acceleration purposes and also to 
run a range with an internal combustion engine (ICE) and liquid fuel. 
But this is just one of several different power train options we will run in the car over the next 12 
months to evaluate the most efficient and effective option. We hope to prove through extreme 
efficiency, exciting aerodynamics and tyre technology, just how effective a future road car can be in a 
race environment that is Le Mans - the finest endurance test in the world.

1��#OULD�THIS�BE�THE�FUTURE�FOR�ROAD�CARS�

!��I don’t think there’s a clear road map for the road cars of the future, other than; people will remain 
interested in innovative transportation solutions, they will be forced to have zero emissions under 
certain circumstances and people will also need the freedoms that liquid fuel offers for covering long 
distances very rapidly.
That is why we’re using this car to test multiple options over the next 12 moths.
The car is using the most up to date, modern technology, packaged in a car that is a completely 
new, exciting, dynamic prospect. I think that these elements, all wrapped together, make this car 
extraordinary and highly relevant. 

1��%XPLAIN�.ISSAN�S�CONTRIBUTION�TO�THE�PROJECT�

!��Nissan is an incredibly innovative company. We recognized the opportunity that Garage 56 offered 
and brought the DeltaWing to Le Mans. But realizing what this meant and what the future could hold, 
Nissan has been incredibly bold by going back with this extraordinary new car, not only with a narrow 
track concept and extreme low-drag dynamics, but also combining our future directions for road cars 
by using our battery technology. In doing so, we’ll create a car that is totally relevant to the direction 
Nissan is taking for our road cars. It will meet government standards for emissions in the future, or even 
zero emissions in the city, and it will have the performance of a car with tremendous range and power.
This is an extraordinary opportunity, seized by Nissan, to showcase to the world future technologies at 
the greatest race in the world.
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1��)SN�T�THE�PERCEPTION�BY�THE�AVERAGE�MAN�ON�THE�STREET�THAT�ELECTRIC�CARS�ARE�SLOW�AND�
CAN�T�GO�VERY�FAR�

!��The wonderful thing about racing is it changes people’s perceptions of technology. Clearly, Nissan 
is going to Le Mans to prove a point. We will prove that a battery-electric vehicle with can perform with 
incredible performance. 
Perhaps, the man on the street might think that a Ferrari GT is the fastest car out there, but this car, at 
the same track, at the same time, running on pure electric power could run laps faster than the Ferrari 
GT. I think that is an extraordinary statement. It tells us a lot about the coming age of electric vehicles. 
Our lives are dominated by the use of electricity and it’s been a real challenge to have that electric 
power contained in our road cars and racecars. Nissan has been leaders in brining pure EV cars to the 
mainstream for consumers. This is the next step in finding that niche that gives everything and more. 
We’ll be testing zero emission options, sustained performance options and a combination of both.

1��7HAT�ARE�THE�OTHER�TECHNOLOGIES�YOU�WILL�TRY�IN�THE�CAR�

!� We have a number of other ideas under development that will be looking to test in the chassis but 
we can’t reveal details at this point in time. The goal for the program is to ascertain which technology is 
going to provide us with the best option of building a LM P1 programme around it. We intend to work 
hand-in-hand with the ACO to discuss future opportunities for the ‘electrification’ of the Le Mans rules 
in the future and work towards delivering appropriate technology.

1��(OW�DOES�.ISSAN�DIFFER�FROM�OTHER�CAR�COMPANIES�IN�ITS�PUSH�FOR�INNOVATION�

!��Nissan was the first mainstream automotive manufacturer to build a pure EV car. It speaks to our 
commitment for innovation and our boldness. We have challenged the world to take another look 
at a pure battery-electric vehicle. Nissan as a company believes in the application of technology to 
solve people’s transportation needs. As a company, we’re not afraid to innovate. The “new Nissan” is 
committed to producing products ahead of their rivals.

1��4ELL�US�WHY�.ISSAN�WANTS�TO�OPEN�THE�CURTAINS�AND�LET�THE�WORLD�WITNESS�THE�
DEVELOPMENT�OF�THIS�CAR�OVER�THE�NEXT����MONTHS�

!��The Garage 56 opportunity means you’re not really racing against anybody. Well, I say that, but we 
are in a way, because Nissan wants to show ourselves to be high performing on track. But, we aren’t 
competing in the same rules framework as everyone else. So, this is a wonderful opportunity to show 
the fans what it is we’re doing. We have nothing to hide. This is the technology options we’re bringing 
to the race track and we can give them the opportunity to understand why we did things, what the 
parts look like and really invite them to see the heart of this ZEOD race car. I think that’s one of the 
charming things about Garage 56: it’s a showcase of technology and innovation.
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1��)S�THERE�A�hMOON�RACEv�OF�SORTS�HAPPENING�WITH�NEW�RACING�TECHNOLOGY�

!��One of the things that you realize when everyone around you has the same idea as you is that you’re 
probably onto something and right now we’re seeing innovation and electrification appearing left, right 
and center. We have Formula E kicking off, we see Paul Drayson producing an electric-powered speed 
challenger and obviously Nissan taking this car to Le Mans in 2014. It tells us we’re of our time and 
this is what a lot of people are looking at. 
This “space race,” if you like, is only going to add to excitement and the interest for the fans and create 
headlines and change people’s perception of electric technology.

ENDS



1�!��"EN�"OWLBY
Nissan’s Director of Motorsport Innovation

1��(OW�DOES�THIS�CAR�DIFFER�IN�ITS�BATTERY�TECHNOLOGY�FROM�WHAT�!UDI�AND�4OYOTA�ARE�DOING�
AT�,E�-ANS��

!� Audi and Toyota are running pure KERS solutions, but we’re looking at using electric technology 
in very different ways. We have a couple of different options we’ll be testing – one where we’ll switch 
between electric and petrol power with the push of a button
We’re building an extremely flexible platform with which we’ll be able to try multiple different options – 
even during the same multi-day test.
It is about experimenting and gathering data to work out how we use electricity to develop a 
competitive LM P1 programme in the future.
We will be working very closely with the ACO throughout the test programme to help develop where 
this technology fits within the Le Mans rules package.

1��7HAT�ARE�THE�KEY�PARAMETERS�FOR�WHAT�THIS�CAR�CAN�ACHIEVE�WITH�ELECTRIC�POWER�

!��The Nissan ZEOD, under electric power alone, could actually run laps around Le Mans, faster than 
a Ferrari GT car. This is a sub four-minute lap. It would be a record, because there is no official race 
lap record for a pure EV car. It’s an extremely exciting statement. It tells us where the technology of 
the battery-electric vehicle stands today. But this is just one of the options we have for “electrifying” 
Le Mans. This is an intensive development program that we are also going to showcase to the fans 
– they’ll get to see us test the different options over the next twelve months. Some ideas will work 
– some won’t – but this is all about taking risks and not just building what everyone else is doing, 
launching a new LM P1 programme and expecting to be successful. 
Could we use electric power to Le Mans one day? We don’t know yet, but we’re not going to find out 
by just dreaming about it. Nissan is going to go out and find out what is possible and what can be 
done.
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1��7HERE�IS�BATTERY�TECHNOLOGY�GOING��!RE�WE�PRESENTLY�CONSTRAINED�BY�WHAT�IT�CAN�DO�FOR�
ELECTRIC�ENGINES�

!��Battery technology will continue to develop and improve as new discoveries are made and 
laboratory breakthroughs are applied to production vehicles. This is the same as what we see with 
combustion engines where breakthroughs are made that allow incredible performance from efficient 
small capacity engines. It doesn’t constrain use, it is just important to match it to the use the car or 
racecar is designed for. 
Just as a diesel engine designed for a 4x4 wouldn’t be appropriate for a supermini or single seater 
racecar, a 100% battery electric was not suitable for a 24-hour high-speed endurance race. But it is 
very important to remember that it is very suitable for a significant percentage of road car drivers who 
don’t generally drive day and night at over 300 km/h. 
I think what we’re showcasing is a potential route that uses the existing technology within Nissan and 
its battery technology. Nissan is in a great position of having a suite of alternative fuel technologies in 
use or in development and can pick the best on for the needs of the car or even racecar.

1��%XPLAIN�THE�!#/�S�'ARAGE����PROJECT��$O�YOU�THINK��AFTER�.ISSAN�S�WORK��MORE�
MANUFACTURERS�WILL�START�lGHTING�OVER�THE�COVETED�SPOT�

!��The ACO have been incredibly smart to make the Garage 56 available and it’s now becoming a 
highly desirable spot. I think the fact that there was no Garage 56 for years and suddenly since the 
DeltaWing in 2012, this is the start of a new brand of innovation. 
The poor automobile has been stuck in suspended animation in many respects from an innovation 
standpoint. Suddenly, racing has become the place to prove new technology.  This is why racing 
started in the first place. This is a key statement: that the ACO set up an opportunity for people to 
bring in cars outside the regulations and manufacturers have taken it up. Maybe we’ll find there will be 
an innovation garage for GTs and for Prototypes someday, I don’t know. The ACO were bold and look 
at how it’s become a huge part of the Le Mans story already. 
The great thing about this project is the fact that Nissan and the ACO want to use next year’s car as a 
stepping stone to bringing electric power to the race itself where “electrified” cars compete in the main 
classes against powertrains.
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1��!RE�YOU�HOPING�TO�INSPIRE�DESIGNERS��STUDENTS�OF�ENGINEERING�AND�RACE�FANS�

!��I think everyone is interested in something new. People are sometimes afraid of change because 
of the risks involved, but new things are always worth a second look. I think the Nissan ZEOD race 
car at Le Mans will not only attract the interest of youth, but I think it will attract the complete gamut of 
spectators; middle age men and women as well as young people. It will also be interesting to the older 
generation, looking back and thinking on innovations of the past. 
It’s of our time. We’re doing something new and different and it has a long story. This is not a flash in 
the pan. This is rolling into the future of the automobile. I think it might inspire people to get involved in 
the sport. It’s certainly opened people’s eyes to the technology they’ll be encountering in show rooms 
in the future. It will also inspire people to believe that racing is more than cars going around in circles it 
is a demonstration of technology of the future. 

1��)T�S�A�STEEP�CLIMB�TO�CHANGE�PEOPLE�S�BELIEFS�ON�WHAT�SHOULD�POWER�THE�AUTOMOBILE��7ILL�
THE�.ISSAN�:%/$�BE�A�TIPPING�POINT�

!��I think the young generation, we’ll call them the iPod generation, who have become accustomed to 
plugging in their smart phones in the evening, are less concerned with the concept of having to plan 
and make sure that their transportation is fully charged for the following day. 
Having said that, we don’t know what the future of transportation is. We do know that we have 
more cars on the road globally than ever before. We know that the amount of energy consumed by 
human transportation is at the highest level it’s ever been. As a result, there are challenges from an 
environmental standpoint, from an economic standpoint and from a sustainability standpoint. It is 
our jobs as engineers to innovate and make sure that consumers continue to be able to purchase 
the comfort, performance and pleasure that something like an automobile can bring. I think we’re all 
searching for new directions and ways to meet people’s needs. 
The electric car as we know it is becoming a more and more exciting vehicle. It’s more of a high 
performance machine and this racecar will prove that. All these technologies are stepping-stones to 
the future, in our case, in motorsport, for future motilities.

1��&ROM�A�PERFORMANCE�STANDPOINT��CAN�YOU�SEE�THAT�THE�FUTURE�GENERATIONS�ARE�GOING�TO�
LOOK�AT�HIGH�PERFORMANCE�ELECTRIC�VEHICLES�THE�SAME�WE�HAVE�LOOKED�AT�PETROLPOWERED�CARS�
IN�THE�PAST�

!��I think that the excitement of the racing car should be mirrored in the excitement of driving the road 
car. With the sheer weight of traffic and burden of safety means we don’t enjoy driving our cars as 
much as we wish we could. I think when you take elements of what we see in the racing program and 
bring some of those emotions to the road is extremely important. Yes, we want to make a car that is a 
pleasure to drive on the road and I think there are elements we can bring from the race track to make 
these future road cars more exciting, more fulfilling and give greater driving pleasure. I think that’s very 
much a part of what the Nissan ZEOD stands for. 

ENDS



1�!��"ILLY�(AYES
Billy Hayes, Nissan’s Vice President in charge of global sales of the Nissan Leaf

1��7HY�DOESN�T�.ISSAN�JUST�DEVELOP�A�FULLY�ELECTRIC�RACECAR�LIKE�THE�.ISSAN�,EAF�

!��There is no question of us moving away from pure 100% electric vehicles and that is a direction we 
have committed very strongly to and will continue to progress with. We are seeing a growing demand 
for EVs globally and we have now sold more than 65,000 Nissan LEAF since the start of production in 
late 2010. 
The future of mobility will see a range of solutions that will include hybrids, range extenders, fuel cells 
and battery electric vehicles. We’ll be trying many of these technologies during the development of the 
Nissan ZEOD RC.
We should remember that no single technology has dominated globally since the beginning of the 
automobile with diesel and petrol vehicles growing or waning in popularity depending on the price of 
fuel or government policy. Different driving patterns, government policies and customer preferences 
mean a range of technologies will be necessary and Nissan is in a great position to deliver these 
technologies. 

1��$OES�THIS�VEHICLE�USE�A�.ISSAN�,%!&�MOTOR�OR�BATTERY�

!� The ZEOD will use technology that has come from the huge research and development efforts that 
Nissan has dedicated to making our own battery and electric motor. They are not exactly the same 
units as the road cars because the demands put on the system are nothing like they would be on the 
street. It does utilise the same core battery technology however. It is the same story as you will see 
with the engines or transmissions in an LM P1 or LM P2, they utilise the same technology and the 
lessons learned from road cars, but they are not identical. 

1��7ILL�,%!&�GET�ZERO�EMISSION�ON�DEMAND�TECHNOLOGY�IN�THE�FUTURE�

!� The Nissan LEAF was always designed to be a 100% electric vehicle and that means we could 
make the most of the advantages of the electric drivetrain and achieve a fantastic centre of gravity and 
excellent interior space. The options for the new racecar are very relevant on road cars, but it is not 
going to be used in the LEAF, which is a dedicated full time EV. We know from studies conducted by 
ourselves and others that most consumer’s daily driving distances are significantly less than the 199km 
maximum range of the Nissan LEAF. 
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1��7ILL�THE�TECHNOLOGIES�DEVELOPED�IN�THE�,E�-ANS�CAR�BE�TRANSFERRED�ACROSS�TO�THE�ROAD�

!��We are really excited about the potential for these technologies and we will reveal our plans for the 
road in due course.
 

1��7HAT�IS�.ISSAN�S�NEXT�%6�

!��We are launching the e-NV200 100% electric van next year and that opens up a whole new zero 
emissions market. We have had prototype versions of the van running with partners like Coca-Cola and 
FedEx across the globe to test it in real world conditions and the feedback has been fantastic. We will 
produce the e-NV200 in Barcelona, Spain with battery packs made at our UK battery plant. 

1��(AS�%6�FAILED��AREN�T�THE�SALES�lGURES�DISAPPOINTING�

!��4he Nissan LEAF is the best selling electric car of all time and our sales across the globe are going 
up, so no we are really positive about the future. If you compare how many Toyota Prius were sold 
in the first two years of sales and how many Nissan LEAF have been sold to date then we are 30% 
ahead of where that vehicle was at the same point. To put that in context, Toyota now makes 1 million 
hybrid vehicles a year. To get into specifics we have had some excellent months in 2013 for sales in 
the US and in Norway we were the second best selling car overall in April, beating a host of household 
name internal combustion engined cars. 

ENDS


